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NORMAL FORMS FOR FUZZY LOGIC FUNCTIONSAND THEIR APPROXIMATION ABILITYyIrina PERFILIEVAUniversity of Ostrava,Institute for Reserch and Applications of Fuzzy ModelingCzech RepublicAbstractAiming at developing theoretical backgrounds of fuzzy logic, we consider an MV-algebra of fuzzylogic functions. Two kinds of formulas regarded as disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms areintroduced as a formal translation of IF-THEN rules. Their ability for approximate representationof uniformly continuous functions investigated. The problem of transformation of any formula ofpropositional fuzzy logic into either of the normal forms is discussed.Keywords: MV-algebra, fuzzy logic (FL-)function, disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms, IF-THENrules, universal approximation1 IntroductionThe problem of explicit representation of objects by expressions in some formal language is one of theoldest in mathematics. Representations by polynomials, Taylor or Fourier series, or by boolean normalforms are among good examples of this. In general, the problem consists in �nding representation ofobjects from some class using primitive objects from the same class and operations taken from a �niteset. For example, a class of polynomials can be represented using power functions, constants as primitives,and operations of addition and multiplication.We would like to stress that precise and approximate representation of objects should be distinguished.Classical mathematics is mainly interested in the former, while applied mathematics is interested in both.Essential for the latter is to �nd �nite representation. To the great surprise of mathematicians, fuzzylogic suggested its contribution to this �eld of research. It came with a striking idea of approximaterepresentation of objects by means of qualitative characterisation of their essential parameters. Forexample, the characterization \green" approximately describes a class of green objects in some universe(books, pencils, eyes, etc.). Within a logical language, this characterization is formalized using the, socalled, fuzzy predicates. With a reference to the representation problem, qualitative characterizations ofa domain or/and a range of variables together with logical connectives joining them give a satisfactoryapproximate representation of a continuous functions.Strictly speaking, the mentioned approximate representation of functions has been obtained usinglinguistic prototypes of logical formulas | the so called IF-THEN rules. The machinery of approximationincluding description by IF-THEN rules, their logical formalization and the related computation is usedto be called a universal approximation (see, e.g. B. Kosko [?]).Once discovered, the universal approximation property for di�erent choices of logical operations (see[?, ?, ?]) has been proved by several authors. Systematization, and also extension of the class of logicalformulas, which can be used as formalizations of IF-THEN rules and thus, as approximation forms, hasbeen suggested by the author in [?, ?]. Moreover, two di�erent forms of logical formulas which came asa direct formal translation of IF-THEN rules have been introduced there for approximate representationof functions. Thorough analysys of them led to the conclusion (see [?]) that they can be regarded asgeneralizations of boolean normal forms in fuzzy predicate logic.As mentioned, di�erent proofs of the universal approximation property di�er one from another by adi�erent choice of logical operations. In this paper we consider a �xed algebra of operations, namely anMV-algebra. We pursued two purposes: �rst, to preserve the previous history of constructing normalyThis paper has been supported by the project VS96037 of M©MT of the Czech Republic.2



forms in algebraical systems connected with logic, and second, to use already known algebraic identities.The latter gave us a nice opportunity to introduce two equivalent conjunctive normal forms.The paper has the following structure. In Section 2.1, an MV-algebra of fuzzy logic (FL-)functionsis considered. Two special formulas over MV-algebra of FL-functions, which we call (in analogy withthe boolean case) perfect disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms are introduced in Section 2.2. Theapproximation of uniformly continuous FL-functions by functions represented by any of the generalizednormal forms is proved. Other, non-perfect normal forms are introduced in Section 2.3. It has beenshown that in some cases they give less complex representations of the same FL-function than the perfectones. Finally, perfect normal forms that can be represented by propositional formulas are introducedin Section 2.4 for  Lukasiewicz propositional calculus. The problem of transformation of any formula ofpropositional fuzzy logic into one of the normal forms is discussed.2 Normal forms for fuzzy logic functionsThe role of disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms in classical logic and in boolean algebra of functionsis well known. Both forms are used for the standard representation of elements. We would like to stresshere, that though being the same, they are constructed in completely di�erent ways. In logic, normal formsare obtained as a result of equivalent transformations of formulas. In the algebra of boolean functions,the parameters constituting normal forms are computed using tabular representation of a function. Basedon the fact that any logical (propositional) formula represents a boolean function and vice versa, certainconfusion in the choice of the way of construction of normal forms may arise. Usually, this happens whena function represented by a formula is given. To avoid such misunderstanding, we proclaim here thatour interest is in the computation aspect of the problem. Partial solution of the problem of equivalenttransformation of a logical formula into one of the normal forms is briey discussed in Section 2.4 (it canalso be found in [?, ?]).In this section, we will consider a normal representation of the so called fuzzy logic functions, i.e.functions de�ned and taking values from a set of truth values of the underlying logic. By the normalrepresentation of a fuzzy logic function we will mean a generalization of the boolean one in the algebraic(non-logical!) sense. Thus, normal forms will be introduced here using algebraic formulas with thesyntactical structures analogous to the corresponding logical ones. The distinction is con�ned to the useof primitive logic functions instead of propositional variables used in the classical case. Of course, thegeneralized normal forms reduce to the classical ones in the case of two-element set of truth values.It is worth noticing that the expressions for normal forms suggested here came from a formal trans-lation of IF{THEN rules to the logical language. The �rst translation leading to a disjunctive normalform reects the situation when both premise (IF part) and conclusion (THEN part) of each rule aresupposed to be valid. In this case, the connective joining di�erent rules is given by disjunction. Thesecond translation, which we call a conjunctive normal form, join premise and conlusion of each ruleusing implication, while di�erent rules are joined by conjunction. This translation as we will see later,is equivalent to the conjunction of elementary disjunctions in an MV-algebra of FL-functions. Thus, wewill present two equivalent expressions for the conjunctive normal form.Two questions will be considered below: �rst, which fuzzy logic functions can be represented by normalforms and second, how the normal forms can be constructed from the given fuzzy logic function. Solutionof the �rst question in the special case when the set of truth values is [0; 1] and the choice of logicaloperation can be found in [?]. The authors applied the Kolmogorov's theorem concerning representationof continuous functions and thus, their result cannot be used in practice. This is because some parts ofthe proof of Kolmogorov's theorem can hardly be realized.On the other hand, the normal forms suggested in this paper aim at approximate representation offunctions and can be constructively obtained. Moreover, in the choice of logical operations we will respectalready known (see e.g. [?, ?]) algebras of logical operations, such as residuated lattices, or MV-algebras.This gives us the advantage to apply identities valid in those algebras and thus, to obtain some equivalentrepresentations of formulas. In particular, we will present two equivalent formulas for the conjunctivenormal form. The �rst one precisely generalizes the corresponding boolean form while the second onecan be regarded as logical formalization of the set of IF-THEN rules.3



2.1 MV-algebrasSince the most important structure considered in this paper is that of MV-algebra, we will briey overviewsome of the main properties of it. The notion of MV-algebra (`MV' means \many-valued") was introducedby C. C. Chang in [?] for an algebraic system, which generalizes Boolean algebra from one side andcorresponds to the @0-valued propositional calculus from the other side. It turned out that MV-algebrasstand for the algebraic structures of truth values for various non-classical logical calculi including fuzzylogics.The following de�nition of an MV-algebra given by C. C. Chang, is transparent though not the mosteconomic one.De�nition 1An MV-algebra is an algebra L = hL;�;
;:;0;1i (1)where basic operations of �;
 stand for addition and multiplication respectively and : stands for logicalnegation. The following identities characterise these operations:a� b = b� a; a
 b = b
 a; (2)a� (b� c) = (a� b) � c; a
 (b
 c) = (a
 b)
 c; (3)a� 0 = a; a
 1 = a; (4)a� 1 = 1; a
 0 = 0; (5)a�:a = 1; a
:a = 0; (6):(a� b) = :a
:b; :(a
 b) = :a�:b; (7)a = ::a; :0 = 1; (8):(:a� b)� b = :(:b� a)� a: (9)Some of these identities have obvious logical meaning. Note that the left identity of (6) is the law of theexcluded middle, identities (7) are the de Morgan law for the operations 
 and � and the left identityof (8) is the law of double negation.The additinal operations of _ (sup), ^ (inf) and ! (implication) can be introduced using formulas.a _ b = :(:a� b) � b = (a
:b)� b; (10)a ^ b = :(:a _ :b) = (a�:b)
 b; (11)a! b = :a� b: (12)It can be shown that every MV-algebra is a distributive lattice w.r.t. _ and ^. Therefore, concerningthe similarity between MV- and boolean algebras, we can say that the full list of identities characterizingboolean disjunction and conjunction is shared by couples (�;_) and (
;^), so that each couple may beregarded as a generalization of the corresponding boolean operations.The following are the examples of MV-algebras.Example 1 ( Lukasiewicz algebra) Lukasiewicz algebra L L can be formally written asL L = h[0; 1];�;
;:; 0; 1i (13)where basic operations are de�ned bya� b = min(1; a + b) a
 b = max(0; a + b� 1); (14):a = 1� a; (15)and so are the additional operationsa _ b = max(a; b) a ^ b = min(a; b); (16)a! b = min(1; 1� a + b): (17)24



Example 2 (MV-algebra of fuzzy logic (FL-)functions)Let L be an MV-algebra and PL be the set of functions which are de�ned and take values in L. Thenthe following algebra PL = hPL;�;
;:;1L;0Liwhere each operation over functions is de�ned pointwise accordingly to (14), (15) and constants are therespective constant functions, is an induced MV-algebra. The additional operations of _, ^ and ! arede�ned in accordance with (16), (17). 2Given L, the elements of PL will be called fuzzy logic functions or simply, FL-functions. The algebraPL will be called MV-algebra of FL-functions. Furthermore, in order to simplify the notation, we willnot distinguish between constant functions and constants.2.2 Perfect normal forms in MV-algebra of FL-functionsLet us �x some MV-algebra L with the support L and consider the set PL of FL-functions. Let F be a�xed maximal �lter of L and �=F be the corresponding congruence relation on L. Moreover, let LjF bethe corresponding factor algebra with elements denoted by [v], so that [v] = fu 2 L j u �=F vg and thus,[v] is a class of elements from L which are equivalent to v w.r.t. �=F . According to [?], LjF is locally�nite and linearly ordered. The local �niteness means that for each element v 2 L, v =2 [0], there existsan integer pv so that [pvv] = [1]. (Here and in what follows we use the abbreviation kv where k is anypositive integer, for the expression (v � � � � � v), k-times.) If pv is the least integer with that propertythen pv is the order of v, pv = ord(v). The linear ordering gives [0] < [v] < [2v] : : : < [pvv].For each element v 2 L, v =2 [0], and each integer 0 � k � pv where pv = ord(v), the followingFL-functions Ivk (x), which will be called interval functions, can be introduced:Ivk (x) 2 [1]; if [kv] � [x] < [(k + 1)v]; (18)Ivk (x) = 0; otherwise (19)where 0 � k � pv � 1 and moreover, Ivpv (x) 2 [1]; if x 2 [1]; (20)Ivk (x) = 0; otherwise. (21)Relations (18) and (20) mean that an arbitrary (but one!) element from [1] corresponds to the value ofx. Clearly, for all x 2 L pv_k=0 Ivk (x) 2 [1]:Each function Ivk , 0 � k � pv � 1, can be regarded as a generalized characteristic function of the subsetfx j [kv] � [x] < [(k + 1)v]g.De�nition 2Let f(x1; : : : ; xn) be an FL-function and v be an element from L such that v =2 [0] and pv = ord(v). Theformula over PLPDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) = pv_k1=0 � � � pv_kn=0(Ivk1 (x1)
 � � � 
 Ivkn(xn) 
 f(k1v; : : : ; knv)) (22)is called the perfect MV-disjunctive normal form for f(x1; : : : ; xn) andPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn) = pv̂k1=0 � � � pv̂kn=0(:Ivk1 (x1) � � � � � :Ivkn(xn) � f(k1v; : : : ; knv)) (23)5



is called the perfect MV-conjunctive normal form for f(x1; : : : ; xn).We will call the disjunctive component Ivk1 (x1) 
 � � � 
 Ivkn(xn) 
 f(k1v; : : : ; knv) the elementaryconjunction and the conjunctive component :Ivk1 (x1)� � � � � :Ivkn(xn)� f(k1v; : : : ; knv) the elementarydisjunction.Note, that the expression f(k1v; : : : ; knv) occurring in PDNF and PCNF denote the correspondingconstant. It is not di�cult to see that for L = f0; 1g, expressions (22) and (23) transform into booleanperfect normal forms. Moreover, for L = f0; 1; : : : ; k � 1g the expression (22) transforms into the socalled Rosser-Turquette formula, which is a generalization of the boolean perfect disjunctive normal formto the algebra of k-valued logical functions, k > 2. To see it, let us note that the di�erence between (22),(23) and the corresponding boolean normal forms consists in the replacement of characteristic functionsof single points by characteristic functions Ivk of intervals [kv] � [x] < [(k + 1)v] (see Appendix for theprecise expressions).Let us apply the equality :a� b = a! b (see (12)) to the expression (23) of PCNF and thus derivethe following equivalent formPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn) = pv̂k1=0 � � � pv̂kn=0((Ivk1 (x1)
 � � � 
 Ivkn(xn)) ! f(k1v; : : : ; knv)): (24)Remark 1In order to respect the logical origin of the introduced normal forms, we will distinguish formulas and func-tions represented by them. The above introduced expressions PDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) and PCNF(x1; : : : ; xn)are used to denote the corresponding formulas over PL. When dealing with FL-functions represented byPDNF and PCNF, we will use the notation fPDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) and fPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn), respectively wheref refers to the original FL-function. The dependence on the parameter v will be indicated separately.Three facts have to be noticed when comparing the normal representations of functions in booleanand MV-algebras.� Contrary to the boolean case, the FL-functions fPDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) and fPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn) are notgenerally equal to their origin f(x1; : : : ; xn).� The expressions for fPDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) and fPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn) include symbols Ivk for elementaryfunctions depending on one variable, while boolean normal forms include only the variables. Thisis because the MV-algebra of FL-functions (not logical formulas) has been chosen. In both casesnormal representatons show the way of decomposition of a complex function into elementary parts.� The expressions for the perfect normal forms in an MV-algebra of FL-functions contain the param-eter v, which, as will be shown below, indicates a proximity between the original FL-function andthat represented by a certain normal form.Example 3Let the underlying MV-algebra L be the  Lukasiewicz algebra L L. The induced MV-algebra of functionsP[0;1] is then based on the set P[0;1] = ff(x1; : : : ; xn) j f : [0; 1]n �! [0; 1]; n � 0g. In this example,we will show how the perfect normal forms PDNF and PCNF look and moreover, how the functionsrepresented by them can be characterized. For simplicity, let us consider the case when the functionsdepend on one variable only.First, we will take into account the peculiarity of L L, namely that the support [0; 1] is a linearlyordered set and that its only ultra�lter coincides with f1g. The consequence is that for each elementa 2 [0; 1], [a] = fag holds true and thus, the parameter v can be chosen as any one which di�ers from 0.Let v = 1m where m is a positive integer such that m = ord(v). In this case, the interval functions canbe expressed as follows: Imk (x) = (1; if km � x < (k+1)m ;0; otherwise (25)
6



where 0 � k � m� 1, and Imm (x) = (1; if x = 1;0; otherwise. (26)If the normal forms include one variable then their representation is a simple reduction of (22){(23)such that PDNF(x) = m_k=0�Imk (x) 
 f � km�� ; (27)PCNF(x) = m̂k=0�:Imk (x) � f � km�� : (28)Both these forms represent the same functionfPDNF(x) = fPCNF(x) = (f( km ); if km � x < k+1m ; 0 � k � m� 1;f(1); if x = 1: (29)2Remark 2As can be seen, a quotient MV-algebra LjF can be homomorphically embedded to  Lukasiewicz algebra(Example 1) by the natural homomorphism with kernel �=F (this fact can be deduced already from C.C. Chang's results | cf. [?, ?]). It follows that the normal forms from Example 3 can be considered astypical representatives of the general ones.In the case of a general MV-algebra, the relation between perfect PDNF and PCNF is established inthe following lemma.Lemma 1Let the perfect normal forms PDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) and PCNF(x1; : : : ; xn), n � 1, be constructed for thesame FL-function f(x1; : : : ; xn) and use the same parameter v of the order pv. Then for any valuesx1; : : : ; xn 2 L fPDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) �=F fPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn).Proof: It is su�cient to restrict ourselves to the case when n = 1. Suppose that PDNF(x) andPCNF(x) are constructed for some common FL-function f(x) and are based on v 2 L so that v =2 [0]and pv = ord(v). Choose an arbitrary x 2 L and verify that fPDNF(x) �=F fPCNF(x). If x =2 [1] then�nd a unique integer k, 0 � k � pv � 1, such that [kv] � [x] < [(k + 1)v], otherwise let k = pv. For thechosen k, the corresponding value Ivk (x) belongs to 1 whereas values of other interval functions are equalto 0. This implies that Ivk (x)
 f(kv) 2 [f(kv)] and :Ivk (x)� f(kv) 2 [f(kv)] while the other elementaryconjunctions are equal to 0 and elementary disjunctions are equal to 1. Hence, fPDNF(x) 2 [f(kv)] andfPCNF(x) 2 [f(kv)], which imply fPDNF(x) �=F fPCNF(x). 2It has already been mentioned that in general, the perfect normal form (disjunctive or conjunctive)for the function f(x1; : : : ; xn) does not represent the same function as f . We can only prove that thereis an approximation e�ect. To be correct, we will use the notion which plays the role of a distance inMV-algebra. According to the de�nition of C. C. Chang in [?], the FL-functiond(x; y) = (:x
 y) � (:y 
 x) (30)can be taken as a distance. The following properties justify well this choice (see [?]).Lemma 2The following holds true for every x; y; z 2 L.(a) d(x; x) = 0,(b) if d(x; y) = 0, then x = y, 7



(c) d(x; y) = d(y; x),(d) d(x; z) � d(x; y) � d(y; z).De�nition 3An FL-function f(x1; : : : ; xn) is uniformly continuous on L if for any u 2 L, [0] < [u] < [1], thereexists v 2 L, [v] > [0], such that [d(x1; y1)] < [v]; : : : ; [d(xn; yn)] < [v] implies [d(f(x1; : : : ; xn),f(y1; : : : ; yn))] < [u].Note, that in the case of L = [0; 1], the distance d(x; y) = jx � yj and thus, the notion of uniformcontinuity coincides with the classical one for real valued real functions.De�nition 4Let u 2 L and [u] < [1]. We say that an FL-function g(x1; : : : ; xn) u-approximates the FL-functionf(x1; : : : ; xn), or in other words g(x1; : : : ; xn) approximates f(x1; : : : ; xn) with the accuracy u, if theinequality [d(g(x1; : : : ; xn); f(x1; : : : ; xn))] � [u]holds for all (x1; : : : ; xn) 2 Ln.Theorem 1Let an FL-function f(x1; : : : ; xn) be uniformly continuous on L. Then for any u 2 L, [0] < [u] < [1], thereexists v 2 L, [v] > [0], such that the function fPDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) based on the parameter v u-approximatesf(x1; : : : ; xn).Proof: For simplicity, let us consider the case of one variable. Fix an element u 2 L, [0] < [u] < [1],and, taking into account the uniform continuity of f(x), �nd an element v 2 L, [v] > [0], such that[d(x; y)] < [v] implies [d(f(x); f(y))] < [u]. On the basis of v let us construct the perfect normal formPDNF(x) = pv_k=0(Ivk (x) 
 f(kv))where pv = ord(v). We will show that fPDNF(x) is the function we are looking for.Take an arbitrary element x 2 L and �nd an integer k, 0 � k < pv , such that either [kv] � [x] <[(k + 1)v], or k = pv. It is true that [d(kv; x)] < [v]. Now evaluate the desired distance and see that[d(fPDNF(x); f(x))] = [d(f(kv); f(x))] < [u]: 2On the basis of Lemma 1, the following theorem can be established.Theorem 2Let an FL-function f(x1; : : : ; xn) be uniformly continuous on L. Then for any u 2 L, [0] < [u] < [1], thereexists v 2 L, [v] > [0], such that the function fPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn) based on the parameter v u-approximatesf(x1; : : : ; xn).Example 4Let us consider the algebra of functions P[0;1]. Take the function f(x) = x2 restricted to [0; 1] and �ndits approximation using the functions fPDNF(x) or fPCNF(x), which in this case are equal (cf. (29)).Moreover, the concepts of continuity, approximation and its accuracy are the classical ones.Let us set the accuracy of approximation " = :2 and see that the integer m = 10 ful�ls the requirementx2 < " whenever km � x < k+1m . The following formula has the form of PDNF (see (27))and representthe function fPDNF(x) which approximates x2 with the accuracy ".PDNF(x) = 10_k=0�I10k (x) 
 f � k10�� == I100 (x) 
 0 _ I101 (x) 
 0:01 _ : : : I109 (x) 
 0:81 _ I1010 (x) 
 18



and fPDNF(x) = (( k10 )2; if k10 � x < k+110 ; 0 � k � 9;1; if x = 1: 22.3 Other normal forms in MV-algebra of FL-functionsAs can be seen from Example 4, the approximation of a continuous function by a function representedin one of perfect normal forms can be simpli�ed in the sense of reduction of the number of elementaryconjunctions or disjunctions. It can be done by decreasing of the number of interval functions and \joiningtogether" those ones which characterize intervals with a global di�erence between maximal and minimalvalues of a given function is not greater than a chosen accuracy. Doing this, we will come to the notionsof (non-perfect) disjunctive ans conjunctive normal forms.Preserving the system of notation of the previous subsection, let L be some MV-algebra with thesupport L. For each element v 2 L, v =2 [0], integer 0 � k1 � pv � 1 where pv = ord(v) and integer1 � k2 � pv�k1+1, we introduce FL-functions Ivk1;k2(x) which will be called integrated interval functionsIvk1;k2(x) 2 [1]; if [k1v] � [x] < [(k1 + k2 � 1)v]; or[k1v] � [x] � [1];Ivk1;k2(x) = 0; otherwise:De�nition 5Let f(x1; : : : ; xn) be an FL-function and v be an element from L such that v =2 [0] and pv = ord(v). Asabove, the formula Ivk11;k12(x1) 
 � � � 
 Ivkn1;kn2(xn) 
 f(k11v; : : : kn1v)over PL is called the elementary conjunction, and:Ivk11;k12(x1) � � � � � :Ivkn1;kn2(xn) � f(k11v; : : : kn1v)the elementary disjunction, both w.r.t. f(x1; : : : ; xn).A disjunction of elementary conjunctions is called an MV-disjunctive normal form and a conjunctionof elementary disjunctions is called an MV-conjunctive normal form, both for f(x1; : : : ; xn):DNF(x1; : : : ; xn) = Iv0;k11(x1) 
 � � � 
 Iv0;kn1(xn) 
 f(0; : : : ; 0) _Ivk11;k12(x1) 
 � � � 
 Ivkn1;kn2(xn) 
 f(k11v; : : : ; kn1v) _Ivk11+k12;k13(x1)
 � � � 
 Ivkn1+kn2;kn3(xn)
 f((k11 + k12)v; : : : ; (kn1 + kn2)v) _ � � �CNF(x1; : : : ; xn) = (:Iv0;k11 (x1) � � � � � :Iv0;kn1(xn) � f(0; : : : ; 0)) ^(:Ivk11;k12(x1) � � � � � :Ivkn1;kn2(xn)� f(k11v; : : : ; kn1v)) ^(:Ivk11+k12;k13(x1) � � � � � :Ivkn1+kn2;kn3(xn)� f((k11 + k12)v; : : : ; (kn1 + kn2)v) ^ � � �Let us remark that� the expressions f(0; : : : ; 0), f(k11v; : : : ; kn1v); : : : occurring in DNF and CNF denote the corre-sponding constants;� the number (always �nite!) of elementary conjunctions (disjunctions) in DNF (CNF) depends onthe choice of parameters v, kij which at the same time indicate a proximity between the originalFL-function and that represented by a certain normal form;9



� another representation of CNF based on implication can be constructed similarly to (24).Moreover, it is easy to see that analogues of Theorems 1,2 obtained when replacing PDNF and PCNFby DNF and CNF, respectively hold true. For demonstration we will choose the same function as inthe Example 4 and construct its approximate representation by DNF. We will see that the number ofelementary conjunction in this new representation can be reduced.Example 5As in Example 4, choose the function f(x) = x2 restricted to [0; 1] and �nd its approximation using thefunction fDNF(x). Remember that for the approximation accuracy " = :2, the integer m = 10 ful�ls thecondition x2 < " whenever km � x < k+1m . Put v = 1m and �nd integers k0; k1; : : : such that k0 = 0,and the inequality x2 < " is valid whenever kim � x < ki+1m , i � 0. Moreover, none of k1; k2; : : : canbe increased without harming the above inequality, at least on one interval. It easy to see that k1 = 4,k2 = 5, k3 = 6, k4 = 7, k5 = 8, k6 = 9, k7 = 10.The following formula has the form of DNF and represents the function fDNF(x), which approximatesx2 with the accuracy ".DNF(x) = I100;4(x) 
 0 _ I104;5(x) 
 :16 _ I105;6(x) 
 0:25 _ : : : I109;10(x) 
 0:81It is worth noting that with the same value of the parameter v, the number of elementary conjunctionsin the above formula is equal to 7 against 11 in PDNF(x). Thus, by the appropriate choice of parameterskij we can decrease the complexity of DNF(x) in comparison with PDNF(x). 22.4 Normal forms in MV-algebra of propositional formulasThe above introduced normal forms are special expressions in MV-algebra of FL-functions. We usedthem as uniform approximate description of continuous FL-functions. They can also be regarded asappropriate decomposition formulas in the sense that their structure can be easily looked over. However,we can also study normal forms as precise logical expressions, i.e. propositional formulas.In this subsection, we will show how the above introduced perfect normal forms can be modi�edin order to obtain the desired formulas. Moreover, we will show that the new obtained normal formspreserve the ability to approximate arbitrary uniformly continuous function.We must step aside from the general case of MV-algebras to the case of  Lukasiewicz algebra (seeExample 1) and the corresponding propositional calculus because the relationship between formulasand functions is known there. Namely, according to McNaughton theorem [?] (proved constructivelyby D. Mundici [?] and then extended by the author [?, ?]) each formula of  Lukasiewicz propositionalcalculus represents a piecewise linear function on [0; 1] with integer coe�cients, and also conversely |each piecewise linear function on [0; 1] with integer coe�cients can be represented by some formula of Lukasiewicz propositional calculus. Therefore, normal forms which we are looking for can be introducedas expressions in MV-algebra of piecewise linear functions with  Lukasiewicz operationsPL[0;1] = hPL[0;1];�;
;:;1[0;1];0[0;1]iwhere PL[0;1] denotes the set of all piecewise linear (continuous) functions with integer coe�cients, whosedomain and range is equal to [0; 1], and constants 1[0;1];0[0;1] are the respective constant functions.After the examination of perfect normal forms (22){(24), we see that they must be modi�ed in allparts containing symbols Ivk , which stand for the non-continuous functions Ivk (x). For L = [0; 1], thesefunctions have been denoted by Imk (x) and de�ned by (25).To be able to obtain normal forms over PL[0;1], we need to approximate functions Imk (x) by piecewiselinear (continuous) ones. The resulting expressions will be substituted into PDNF and PCNF for thesymbols Ivk (x).Let m > 0 and 0 � k � m� 1 be integers. We will consider closed intervals [ km ; k+1m ] and establish acorrespondence between them and FL-functions Îmk (x) on [0; 1] given byÎmk (x) = :��x + km�� ^ :�x� k + 1m �� ;10



where the operations `�' and `+' are ordinary operations on reals and `�' is a truncation operation onthe set of real numbers: x� = 8><>:0 if x < 0;x if 0 � x � 1;1 if x > 1: (31)Obviously, Îmk (x) 2 PL[0;1], and moreover, Îmk (x) = 1 i� x 2 [ km ; k+1m ], 0 � k � m� 1.For each function Îmk (x), 0 � k � m� 1, m > 0, and each integer r � 1 let us introduce the function(Îmk (x))rm = �:��x + km )� ^ :(x � k + 1m ���rm : (32)Similarly, (Îmk (x))rm 2 PL[0;1] and can be described by the below placed formula.Lemma 3Let function (Îmk (x))rm be given by (32) where 0 � k � m � 1, m > 0, and r � 1. Then (Îmk (x))rm 2PL[0;1] and its linear parts are given by the formula(Îmk (x))rm = 8>>><>>>:1 i� x 2 [ km ; k+1m ]; 0 � k � m� 1;(rm)x � kr + 1 i� x 2 ( km � 1rm ; km ); 1 � k � m� 1;�(rm)x + (k + 1)m + 1 i� x 2 (k+1m ; k+1m + 1rm ); 0 � k � m� 2;0 otherwise.The proof of this lemma is a technical exercise and is omitted.Corollary 1For each function Îmk (x), 0 � k � m � 1, m > 0, and each integer r � 1, the function (Îmk (x))rmrepresented by (32) coincides with Imk (x) for all x 2 [0; 1] except for those belonging to the setEmk = 8><>:� km � 1rm ; km� [ �k+1m ; k+1m + 1rm� if 1 � k � m� 2;�k+1m ; k+1m + 1rm� if k = 0;� km � 1rm ; km� if k = m� 1:By virtue of Lemma 3 and Corollary 1, the function (Îmk (x))rm approximates Imk (x) in the sense thatthey di�er on the set Emk , which consists of one or two intervals of arbitrary small length. Of course,such kind of approximation is di�erent from the u-approximation introduced earlier, but this su�cientlycorresponds to our purposes.We are now able to give new de�nitions of the perfect disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms inPL[0;1] (MV-algebra of piecewise linear functions) for a given FL-function.De�nition 6Let L = [0; 1] and f(x1; : : : ; xn) be an FL-function. Moreover, let m > 0, r � 2 be integers. The followingis the perfect MV-disjunctive normal form in PL[0;1] for f(x1; : : : ; xn)PDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) = m�1_k1=0 � � � m�1_kn=0�(Îmk1 (x1))rm 
 � � � 
 (Îmkn(xn))rm
 
 f �k1m; : : : ; knm�� ; (33)and the perfect MV-conjunctive normal form in PL[0;1] for f(x1; : : : ; xn)PCNF(x1; : : : ; xn) = m�1̂k1=0 � � � m�1̂kn=0�:(Îmk1 (x1))rm � � � � � :(Îmkn (xn))rm� � f �k1m; : : : ; knm�� : (34)11



Using the identity :a� b = a! b we can again equivalently obtainPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn) = m�1̂k1=0 � � � m�1̂kn=0�(Îmk1 (x1))rm 
 � � � 
 (Îmkn(xn))rm ! ! f �k1m; : : : ; knm�� : (35)It can be seen from the de�nition that both the perfect disjunctive as well as the perfect conjunctivenormal forms depend on the parameters m and r. The �rst parameter m controls proximity betweenf(x1; : : : ; xn) and fPDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) (or fPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn)), and the second parameter r controls local�tness between them.Below we will formulate the approximation theorem which is similar to that proved in Section 2.1.For its proof we refer to [?] where a similar, but slightly less general result has been presented.Theorem 3Let L = [0; 1] and f(x1; : : : ; xn) be an FL-function. Then for any 0 < " < 1 there exists an integer m > 0such that the function fPDNF(x1; : : : ; xn) (fPCNF(x1; : : : ; xn)) based on the parameters m and r = 2approximates the function f(x1; : : : ; xn) with the accuracy ".The following corollary concerns the problem of transformation of any formula of propositional fuzzylogic into one of the normal forms.Corollary 2For any formula of the propositional fuzzy logic and any ", 0 < " < 1, there exists a formula over PL[0;1]of the form of PDNF (PCNF) such that the functions represented by these formulas "-approximate eachother.The proof of this corollary is based on Theorem 3 and the fact that each formula of propositionalfuzzy logic represents a piecewise linear function from PL[0;1]. In other words, this corollary states thateach formula of propositional fuzzy logic can be transformed into the form of PDNF (PCNF) by meansof the function represented by the former. However, some precision is lost during this transformation.3 ConclusionAn MV-algebra of fuzzy logic (FL-)functions is considered. Two special formulas over MV-algebra of FL-functions which (by analogy with the boolean case) we call perfect disjunctive and conjunctive normalforms are introduced. Their origin steming from a formal translation of IF-THEN rules is pointed out.The approximation of uniformly continuous FL-functions by functions represented by any of generalizednormal forms is proved. Other, non-perfect normal forms are de�ned as well. It has been shown that insome cases they give less complex representations for the same FL-function than the perfect ones. Theconcrete examples of approximate representation of a uniformly continuous FL-function by a functionrepresented by the disjunctive normal form (perfect and non-perfect) are given. Finally, perfect normalforms that can be represented by propositional formulas are introduced for  Lukasiewicz propositionalcalculus. The problem of transformation of any formula of propositional fuzzy logic into one of thenormal forms has been discussed.Appendixa) Normal forms for boolean functionsWe recall the disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms for boolean functions and explain our wayof generalization to FL-functions. Let f(x1; : : : ; xn), n � 1, be a boolean function, i.e. its domain andrange is the set f0; 1g. We denote x� = (x0 if � = 0;x if � = 1:12



It is easy to see that x� = 1 i� x = �:If f(x1; : : : ; xn) 6� 0 then it can be represented in the perfect disjunctive normal formf(x1; : : : ; xn) = _f(�1;::: ;�n)=1(x�11 ^ � � � ^ x�nn ) == _(�1;::: ;�n)(x�11 ^ � � � ^ x�nn ^ f(�1; : : : ; �n))and if f(x1; : : : ; xn) 6� 1, it can be represented in the perfect conjunctive normal formf(x1; : : : ; xn) = ^f(�1;::: ;�n)=0(:x�11 _ � � � _ :x�nn ) == ^(�1;::: ;�n)(:x�11 _ � � � _ :x�nn _ f(�1; : : : ; �n)):It is easy to see that the second perfect conjunctive normal form based on implication is valid in booleanalgebra as well.Analyzing each elementary conjunction x�11 ^ � � � ^ x�nn ^ f(�1; : : : ; �n) in the perfect disjunctivenormal form we see that it contains two parts joined by conjunction, namely the characteristic functionx�11 ^� � �^x�nn of the point (�1; : : : �n) and the value of the represented function de�ned on it. Analogously,analyzing each elementary disjunction :x�11 _ � � � _:x�nn _ f(�1; : : : ; �n) in the perfect conjunctive normalform we see that it contains a negation of the characteristic function :x�11 _ � � � _ :x�nn of the point(�1; : : : �n), which is joined by disjunction with the value of the represented function.Thus, in the generalization of the perfect disjunctive and conjunctive normal forms given above wepreserved two parts in each elementary construction (conjunction or disjunction), which consists of thecharacterization Ivk1(x1)
� � �
 Ivkn(xn) (positive or negative respectively) of a certain set joined with thechosen value of a represented function f(k1v; : : : ; knv)) on it.b) Normal forms for k-valued logical functionsLet L = f0; 1; : : : ; k � 1g, k > 2, and f(x1; : : : ; xn), n � 1, be a k-valued logical function, i.e. itsdomain and range is the set L. We denoteI�(x) = (k � 1 if x = �;0 oterwise:The following is known as Rosser-Turquette formula (see [?])f(x1; : : : ; xn) = _(�1;::: ;�n) I�1(x1) ^ � � � ^ I�n(xn) ^ f(�1; : : : ; �n): (36)Taking into the consideration the explanation given above, it is easily seen that (??) is a generalizationof a perfect disjunctive normal form in boolean algebra to the algebra of k-valued logical functions.Moreover, the way of generalization which we suggested for FL-functions looks similar to that of theRosser-Turquette one.AcknowledgmentThe author wishes to thank to Prof. Peter Hajek for his valuable remarks which helped to improve thispaper. 13
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